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5 love languages of children / Gary Chapman. (2012)

Brain rules for baby: how to raise a smart and happy child from zero to five / John Medina. (2010)

The calm and happy toddler: gentle solutions to tantrums, night waking, potty training and more / Rebecca Chicot. (2015)

Happiest toddler on the block: how to eliminate tantrums and raise a patient, respectful and cooperative one-to four-year-old / Harvey Karp. (2008)

Healthy sleep habits, happy child: a step-by-step program for a good night’s sleep / Marc Weissbluth. (2016)

If I have to tell you one more time: the revolutionary program that gets your kids to listen without nagging, reminding or yelling / Amy McCready. (2011)

Ignore it! : how selectively looking the other way can decrease behavioral problems and increase parenting satisfaction / Catherine Pearlman (2017)

Mean moms rule: why doing the hard stuff now creates good kids later / Denise Schipani. (2012)

Parenting children with health issues: essential tools, tips, and tactics for raising kids with chronic illness, medical conditions / Foster Cline. (2007)

Parenting the strong-willed child: the clinically proven five-week program ... / Rex Forehand. (2010)

Parenting through the storm: find help, hope, and strength when your child has psychological problems / Ann Douglas (2017)

Parenting with love and logic: teaching children responsibility / Foster Cline. (2006)

Positive discipline parenting tools: the 49 most effective methods to stop power struggles, build communication, and raise empowered, capable kids / Jane Nelsen (2016)


Raising kids to thrive: balancing love with expectations and protection with trust / Kenneth Ginsburg (2015)

Raising a secure child: how circle of security parenting can help you nurture your child’s attachment, emotional resilience, and freedom to explore / Kent Hoffman (2017)


Toddler 411: clear answers & smart advice for your toddler / Ari Brown. (2016)

DVDs


The happiest toddler on the block: how to stop tantrums and raise a happy, secure child / Harvey Karp. (2012)